A major advantage of promoter-replacement systems previously described (Chun and Goebl, 1997) ( Figure  2A ), and several mutants in the secretion pathway disis that the native open reading frame of the gene is maintained. Moreover, with the tet system, repression played a "wide bud neck" (TetO 7 -SEC8 is shown in Figure 2A) . Second, we measured the size distribution of is controlled by addition of doxycycline to the growth medium, which has little effect on yeast physiology and individual cells in cultures of each strain using a Coulter Channelizer ( Figure 2B ). Third, we measured colony size virtually no effect on global gene expression at concentrations used for promoter shutoff, which is critical for under 15 diverse growth conditions, using a colony arraying robot (Tong et al., 2001 ) ( Figure 2C ). Fourth, we analysis using microarray expression profiling (Hughes et al. 2000; Peng et al., 2003) . examined 215 of the TetO 7 -promoter strains by microarray expression profiling ( Figure 2D ). These 215 strains To facilitate uniform and systematic analysis of yeast essential genes, we have now created TetO 7 -promoter were hand selected to represent a wide variety of functional classes and to encompass all mutants in uncharalleles for over two-thirds of all yeast essential genes. We describe an initial phenotypic characterization of acterized genes that displayed a growth defect. 602 of these strains that encompasses morphological characterization, size profiling, drug sensitivity analysis, Phenotypic Features that Characterize Mutants and expansion of our previous "compendium" of expresin Specific Functional Categories sion profiles to include 215 of the TetO 7 -promoter muWe next sought to objectively determine whether spetants. We show that precise statistical inferences recific features or patterns in these data correlated with garding gene functions can be drawn from patterns known functions of the mutated genes, and whether within all of these data types, and we present in-depth these patterns could be used as diagnostics to identify examination of several mutants in previously uncharacnew genes with related functions. While clustering analterized essential genes. These strains and the data preysis (Eisen et al., 1998) (e.g., Figure 2D ) is useful for sented here are a critical counterpart to sequence feagaining an initial overview of the data, it is not ideal tures, localization, and protein- , a machine learntained dramatic phenotypes from mutants in genes for ing algorithm (i.e., a computer program) that seeks feawhich there is little or no functional information from tures or patterns of features in the data that separate two sequence or other large-scale studies. These strains are classes, e.g., genes that are known to be in a functional publicly available, and since they are derived from the category and those that are known to not be in the deletions consortium wild-type MATa strain, they are category. SVM has previously been established to work compatible with most screens designed to use haploid well for predicting gene functions in yeast on the basis yeast cells. To illustrate this, we show that the array of of microarray expression data, and it can also be applied TetO 7 -promoter mutants is compatible with synthetic to other types of data that can be represented in a genetic array analysis (Tong et al., 2001 (Tong et al., , 2004 values can be processed to obtain an estimate of the tetO 7 -TATA cassette integrated into the promoter of a probability that the prediction for each gene in each different essential gene in strain R1158 (Hughes et al., category is correct (i.e., "precision"), on the basis of 2000) ( Figure 1A ). In the presence of doxycycline (10 how well previously annotated genes in the given categ/ml), 74% (447) yielded colonies smaller than wildgory can be distinguished from previously annotated type upon visual inspection ( Figures 1B and 1C) . Among genes that are not in the category. This is accomplished these, 20% (123) yielded smaller colonies even in the by performing the analysis several times, on each repetiabsence of doxycycline ( Figure 1B , boxed in red; Figure  tion "masking" the known functions of a portion of the 1C), suggesting that these genes are highly sensitive to genes to ask how well they are classified. In this way, perturbation of promoter activity. Colony size reflected SVM can identify which gene categories are distinguishgrowth rate in liquid ( Figure 1D) . able in the data and can also provide a relative confidence that an uncharacterized gene is in any given category, on the basis of the phenotype displayed by the Systematic Phenotypic Analysis We applied four general purpose phenotypic assays to mutant in that gene. For each of 643 gene ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000) initially characterize the 602 strains. First, we examined the morphology of each strain in the presence and ab-"biological process" categories represented among the 602 mutants, we trained separate SVMs for each data sence of 10 g/ml doxycycline by manually scoring each strain with one or more of 16 morphological descriptors. set. We also trained SVMs for each data set in which the mutants considered were restricted to the 215 muThis confirmed expected phenotypes for many previously characterized genes: for example, the TetO 7 -tants that were included in the microarray analysis. After excluding eleven broad categories in which predictions CDC53 strain displayed an "elongated" morphology, as do not lead to testable hypotheses (listed in Supplemenshows phenotypic data for mutants in selected categories that were identified in this analysis as being "predicttal Data at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/118/1/ 31/DC1), we asked how many categories and how many able" by one or more data types. These mutants represent genes that were previously known to be in the genes achieved precision values of over 50% (i.e., in a blind test, among previously annotated genes identified category as well as those that are not known to be in the category. The drug/media sensitivity profiles were by the algorithm as being in the class, at least 50% are indeed in that class). This was accomplished for 61 less informative for these categories and are not shown. Since it is difficult to determine exactly which parts categories in the morphology data, 43 categories in the size data, 64 categories in the drugs data, and 79 cateof the data the SVM uses to make each prediction, we used Fisher's score to ask which of the individual feagories in the microarray expression data. Using the same SVMs, a total of 75 unannotated genes were classified tures in the morphology, drugs, and expression data distinguish mutants in each of the functional categories in at least one category with at least 50% precision by at least one assay. Frequently, these classifications (values for all measurements in all categories are listed in Supplemental Data online). For example, among the were supported by multiple data types, particularly if lower confidence thresholds were allowed. All of the mutants in Figure 3 , the morphology category "amorphous" was characteristic of mutants in ubiquitinpredictions with precision values above 5%, for both characterized and uncharacterized genes, are found in dependent protein catabolism, whereas the categories "large" and "round" were characteristic of mutants in Supplemental Table S1 on the Cell website. the Ygl254w protein sequence indicates that it is a tRNAGlu synthetase, and the encoded protein has previously been shown to physically associate with both methionyl-HAS1 Is Required for 18S rRNA Biogenesis In addition to the genes encoding the 78 ribosomal protRNA synthetase (Mes1p) and Arc1p (Simos et al., 1996) . However, to our knowledge it has not been previously teins, over 100 essential genes are already known to be involved in ribosome biogenesis (Fatica and Tollervey, shown that YGL245W functions as a tRNA synthetase in vivo, and the gene has not been assigned a standard 2002). In our analyses, depletion of these factors was not only characterized by the aforementioned transcripname. To provide further support that Ygl254wp is a bona fide tRNA-Glu synthetase in vivo, we epitopetional response, but also by generally smaller cell size and absence of other morphological defects (Figure 3) , tagged and purified Ygl254wp, phenol extracted any associated RNAs, labeled them with fluors, and hybridas has been previously described for nonessential genes (Jorgensen et al., 2002) . These phenotypes were shared ized them to a microarray containing oligonucleotides complementary to all known yeast noncoding RNAs by TetO 7 -promoter mutants in several poorly characterized genes, which we then examined by other assays. (Xing et al., 2004) . This revealed that the most highly enriched sequences (relative to total yeast RNA that was YLR440C (SEC39) Is Required for Protein Secretion hybridized in the other channel on the array) were tRNAGlu, followed by tRNA-Met ( Figure 5F ). We have named
In our analysis, mutants in the secretory pathway were characterized by a large, round morphology, often with the YGL245W gene GSN1 (GSN ϭ tRNA glutamine synthetase).
a wide bud neck and/or large size distribution, and a microarray expression phenotype that is similar to (but Discussion distinguishable from) mutants in glycosylation. PreThe analysis of mutant phenotypes is a singularly powerviously characterized genes that shared one or more of ful means of defining gene functions. The "compenthese distinctive phenotypes included SEC4, SEC14, dium" approach we previously described employed SEC61, COG4 (SEC38), and RET3 (a vesicle coat compomicroarray expression profiles as a one-size-fits-all phenent; Cosson et al., 1996). This group also included notypic assay (Hughes et al., 2000) . This approach was the TetO 7 -promoter mutant of YLR440C, a gene whose the most fruitful for mutants that had a growth defect product has been localized to the endoplasmic reticusince these consistently exhibited gene expression lum (Huh et al., 2003) and for which a two-hybrid interacchanges relative to wild-type. This suggests that the tion has been observed with Dsl1p (Ito et al., 2001) 
Northern Blotting and Pulse-Chase Analysis Morphological Characterization
RNA extraction and Northern blotting were performed as described Strains were grown 12-16 hr to mid-log phase at 30ЊC in YPD with (Peng et al., 2003) . For pulse-chase analysis, strains were transand without 10 g/ml doxycycline, fixed by addition of formaldehyde formed with pRS411, grown to 0.8 ϫ 10 7 cells/ml in SD-Metϩ10 (3.7%), and sonicated gently for 8 s to disperse aggregated cells. 
